Abstract. Many works on the signature file methods have been made in the past, but they are mainly for static environments. However, many recent applications in practice require a dynamic information storage structure that effectively supports insertions, deletions and updates. Though there are a few signature file techiniqucs for dynamic: environments, they suffer from serious performance degradation when query signature weights are light. In this paper, we propose a new dynamic signature file organization, called the hierarchical signature(llS) file, that solves the problem of light query signature weights. We perform simulation experiments by using wide range of parameter values. We show through performance comparison based on experiments that the HS file improves performance significantly in both the retrieval time and the storage overhead over the other dynamic signature file methods proposed earlier.
Introduction
Information retrieval and management have been a major field of computing for a long time. This is evident from the rapid development and widespread use of database management systems, which are well suited for a variety of business applications. These applications typically deal with formatted data. [Iowever, there are many recent applications in which a large amount of data are unformatted, such as office information systems, geographical information systems, library systems, CA1)/CAM systems and multimedia database systems [2] . An approach widely advocated for efficient retrieval of unformatted data is to use the signature file method, which has been shown to be effective for textual data processing [5] .
The signature file is an abstraction of documents, which has been extensively studied as a storage structure for unformatted data such as texts or documents [5] . Since the size of the signature file is much smaller than that of a data file, the signature file can effectively work as a filter that immediately discards most non-qualifying documents for a given query. Although many extraction methods for creating the signature from a document have been proposed, most of the signature file methods typically use superimposed coding. Superimposed coding can result in a false match because a document signature can qualify a query signature, though the document itself does not satisfy the query. A signature extraction method that reduces the number of false matches is also important, but is not main concern of this paper.
Many works on the storage structure of the signature file have been made in the past, but they are mainly for static environments [7, 8, 1, 9] . Though there are certain applications having archival nature, i. e., insertions are less frequent and updates/deletions are seldom necessary, many applications in practice require a dynamic information storage structure [10] .
There are a few signature file techniques for dynamic environments. The Stree proposed in [3] groups similar document signatures in its terminal nodes and then builds a B-tree-like index structure on top of them. Since, however, the filtering capability of S-tree heavily depends on the query signature weight, which is the number of bits set to '1' in the query signature, its performance degradation is quite significant for light query signature weights [10] . It also has much space overhead. The Quick Filter proposed in [10] uses partitioning principles based on linear hashing, which tends to cluster the signatures having the same suffixes(or prefixes) in the same page. The Quick Filter has the advantage that the more the number of bits set to '1' is, the less the number of blocks accessed is. Itowever, it has the same problem of serious performance degradation for light query signature weights as that in the S-tree.
In this paper, we propose a new dynamic signature file organization, called the hierarchical signature(HS) file. The proposed HS file overcomes the problem of light query signature weights. The HS file is a height balanced multiway tree that is a hierarchy of nodes containing signatures. It uses frame sliced approach [6] to leaf node construction to improve a filtering effect of the signature file. In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed HS file, we perform experiments for the HS file, S-tree and Quick Filter. The 10,000 and 100,000 documents with various types of parameters and queries are used. The results show that the HS file improves retrieval performance significantly over the Quick Filter and S-tree.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we presents a new dynamic signature file method and its characteristics. In section 3, we performs simulation experiments and shows that the proposed method achieves good performances over other dynamic signature file methods. Finally, conclusions are described in section 4.
The Hierarchical Signature(HS) File
In this section we describe a new dynamic signature file organization called the hierarchical signature(HS) file. It solves the problem of light query signature weights that is the major obstacle in the other methods proposed earlier. The HS file is also space-efficient.
The HS file is a height balanced muitiway tree that is a hierarchy of nodes containing signatures. The ftS file has two types of nodes, namely a leaf node and a nonleaf node. It uses frame sliced approach [6] to leaf node construction to improve a filtering effect of the signature file.
The Structure of the HS File
Frame-based Document Signature Construction Rule. A word-signature is a bit string of length k generated by a hash function that chooses, among k hit positions, m bit positions set to '1'. Then, each word-signature is divided into c substrings, each of which has the size ~ that is equal to the frame size. These c substrings are allocated into c frames, among f frames, that are chosen by another hash function. The frame-signature is constructed by superimposing the parts of the word-signatures mapped into that frame. If some frames are not chosen by words in the document, all bits in those frame-signatures are set to '0'. Finally, the docurrtcnt-signature is a concatenation of all the frame-signatures.
For example, suppose that a document is represented by four words, say "Text", "Database", "Information" and "Retrieval". Fig.1 illustrates the construction of a document-signature when tile length of document-signature is twelve and the number of frames is three. We assume that the number of bits which are set to '1' in a word-signature is two and the number of frames chosen by a hash function to construct a word-signature, c, is two. Node Construction Rule. As mentioned before, the HS file has two types of nodes, namely a leaf node and a nonleaf node. A leaf node consists of as many blocks as the predetermined number of frames and one pointer block, while a nonlcaf node consists of a single block. The index record in the nonleaf node, which consists of a signature and a pointer, is used to branch to the subtree that potentially contain the document satisfying the given query signature. The index record in the leaf node, which consists of f frarne-signatures and a pointer, points to the real document. Node configurations of the leaf nodes and nonleaf nodes are defined as follows:
-The leaf node {F1,Fu, ...,Ff, P} is a set of f frame blocks and a pointer block such that 9 Fi :< fsn, fsi2, ..., fsi~ >, where fslk is the k-th frame-signature in the i-th frame. 9 P : < Pl,P2, ...,Pk >, where Pk is the pointer to a real document. 9 A signature < fsu,fs~j,..., fsyj > with a pointer pj constitutes an index record in the leaf node.
-The nonleaf node {S1, $2, ..., Sj } is a set of index records, where Sj consists of a signature and a pointer. The signature in Sj is a concatenation of f frame-signatures, each of which is constructed by superimposing all the corresponding frame-signatures in the son node of Sj and the pointer in 5' i points to its son node. Fig.2 shows an example of the HS file, where the number of frames is two and the size of the frame-signature is four bits. In this example, document-signatures consist of two frame-signatures and are stored into the leaf node in such a way that each frame-signature is allocated into the corresponding frame. As shown in Fig.2 , the leaf node is composed of two frame blocks and one pointer block. The pointers in the pointer block point to the real documents corresponding to document-signatures. A nonleaf node includes two index records, each of which consists of a signature and a pointer. The signatures in the nonleaf node are constructed by superimposing all the signatures in the son node. For example, the signature < 0111, lll0 > in N6 comes from superimposing all the signatures in N4. The signature < 1110,0011 > in N5 comes from superimposing all the signatures in the frames F31 and F32 of N3.
Now we define the HS file of type (bl, b2, f) with the following properties, where bl and b2 are the blocking factors of a leaf node and a nonleaf node respectively, and f is the number of frames in the leaf node: 1. Each path from the root to any leaf node has the same length. 2. A leaf node consists of f blocks and one pointer block. Each leaf node has at most bl document signatures that are stored into f frames, and bl pointers to the corresponding documents. 3. A nonleaf node is composed of only one block. Each nonleaf node has at most b2 sons and signatures. 4. The signatures in the nonleaf nodes are constructed by superimposing the signatures contained in their son node.
According to this definition, the ItS file of Fig.2 is of type (8,2,2).
Operations on the HS File
Retrieval. To demonstrate the retrieval process in the HS file, we consider a light weight query signature S(Q) = < 1000, 0000 > for the HS file in Fig.2 . The If wc arrive at the leaf node, in order to determine the access order of frames we first divide the query signature into the number of frames, f, with the same size as the frame-signature. After obtaining the f query frame-signatures, we access the corresponding frames in such a order that the weight of the query frame-signatures arc high. Therefore, the first frame Fal in N3 is accessed first since the first query frame-signature < 1000 > has more 'l's than the second one.
The reason is that if we first access the frame corresponding to the heaviest query frame-signature, the filtering effect is greatly improved. If a frame has only one frame-signature that satisfy the query frame-signature, we can avoid accessing the remaining frames. As a result, the number of block accesses is reduced. We need not access the second frame in node N3 since the second frame-signature of S(Q) does not contain 'l' at all. This is because the query frame-signature does not filter non-qualifying documents.
Maintenance of the HS File. To insert the first document signature, the HS file first creates a root node with a single block and a leaf node. The leaf node consists of as many blocks as the number of frames and one pointer block. The document signature is stored into the leaf node in such a way that each frame signature is allocated into the corresponding frame. Finally, the entry (fsl, fs2, ..., fsl, ptr) is inserted into the root node. Here the frame signature fsi is obtained by superimposing f-th frame signatures in the leaf node and ptr points to the leaf node.
When inserting new document signatures, we first find an appropriate leaf node to store the document signatures. For example, when we insert the document signature S16=< 0100, 1010 > of document D16 into the HS file of Fig.2 , we access root node N6 and compare the first bit of first frame-signature of S16 with those of first frame-signatures in N6. Since the first signature < 0111, 1110 > is qualified, we access its son node N4. We again compare the first bit of the first frame-signature of S16 with those of first frame-signatures in N4. Because the first bits of two signatures in N4 satisfy the first bit of the first framesignature of S16, we compare the first bit of the second frame-signature of S16 with those of second frame-signatures in N4 and find the matched second signature < 0011, lll0 >. As a result, the first frame-signature < 0100 > and second frame-signature < 1010 > of S16 are inserted into F21 and F22 in the leaf node N2 respectively and the pointer to the document D16 is inserted into the pointer block. The signature < 0011, 1110 > of N4 is changed into < 0111, 1110 > by superimposing S16 to itself. We repeat this process until the root node is reached. If an overflow occurs, it is solved by splitting algorithm. We call it frame bitwise bipartition strategy. Fig.3 illustrates on the domain space how the overflow is solved in the leaf node, when we construct the HS file of Fig.2 . In the HS file, the number of frames determines the dimension on the domain space and one leaf node corresponds to one region of the domain space. In this example, since the number of frames is two, we consider two dimensional domain space, where x-axis and y-axis represent first frame and second one respectively. Since the blocking factor of the leaf node is eight, the overflow occurs when inserting ninth document-signature.
In order to solve the overflow, the HS file first bipartitions the domain space based on x-axis and obtains Fig.3(b) . As shown in Fig.3(b) , the left region contains the document-signatures that the first bit of frame signatures in the first frame is '0' and the right region includes the document signatures that the first bit of frame signatures in the first frame is '1'. We call this splitting strategy frame bitwise bipartition one. Fig.3(c) shows the situation that twelve documents have been inserted without overflow since nine document signatures were stored. The overflow occurs again when D13 is inserted into the left region that already contains eight document signatures. We split the left region based on y-axis to overcome the overflow and then get Fig.3(d) . Finally, after inserting fifteen documents, we can obtain Fig.3(e) that shows the situation of leaf node level in Fig.3 . The overflow in the nonleaf node is also processed by the frame bitwise bipartition strategy.
Advantages of the HS File
The HS file reduces the number of block accesses for a document retrieval through the unique signature extraction method and retrieval process described That is, when the HS file processes light weight query signatures that significantly degrade the performance of the S-tree and the Quick Filter, it accesses only a few blocks by the unique signature extraction method and retrieval process over them. For example, if the number of frames chosen by a word in extreme case is one, in the leaf node level only one random disk access is required for a single word query and thus at most n frames are scanned for n word queries. Since light weight query signatures also have many query frame-signatures with all bits set to '0', we need not access the corresponding frame blocks in the leaf nodes. When the leaf node is constructed based on the node construction rule , the ItS file can reduce the number of splits and save the storage space. This is because the leaf node of the HS file includes much more document signatures than the leaf node of the S-tree and the page of the Quick Filter. We can see through operations on the flS file that the IIS file is relevant to applications which require a dynamic information storage structure.
3
Performance Evaluation
In this section, to estimate the performance of dynamic signature file methods, we actually irrlplement them and perform simulation experiments. Table 1 shows the notations and descriptions of the input and design parameters used for performance evaluation. The values of each input and design parameter are presented in Blocking factor of a leaf node in the HS file Blocking factor of a non-leaf node in the HS file, a node in the S-tree and a page in the query signature Query weight, i.e., the number of ones in the query signature Table 1 . Input/Design Parameters First, we investigate whether frame-based document signature construction affects the retrieval performance or not. When the number of frames chosen for word signature is sixteen, we found that the retrieval performance of framebased document signature construction is about 20% better than conventional document signature extraction method. Second, we investigate the retrieval performance of the HS file according to the number of frames in the leaf node when the number of documents is 100,000. We can see through the experiments that the more the number of frames is, the better the retrieval performance is. In this environment, the maximum number of frames that the leaf node of the ItS file can have is sixteen since it depends on the size of document signature and the size of pointer. As a result, the retrieval performance of the HS file using sixteen frames is about 3.3 times better than that of the HS file using two frames. Fig.4 shows an experimental result on retrieval when the number of documents is 100,000 and the number of frames in the leaf node of the HS file is 16. It is shown that the HS file is much more efficient than the other dynamic signature file methods independently of the number of words in the query. From the experimental result, we showed that the HS file achieved about 180 ~, 360% and about 200 ,,~ 400% performance gains on retrieval over Quick Filter and S-tree on the average. This is because the HS file uses frame-based signature extraction method and an unique retrieval process.
When the number of documents is 100,000 and the number of frames is 16, the storage overheads of the HS file, Quick Filler, and S-tree are about 9.8%, 10.3% and 21.2% respectively. As a result, the storage overhead of the ItS file is much less than that of S-tree, while it is similar to that of Quick Filler. We also found that the Quick Filler achieves the best insertion performance, while IIS file is the worst. The reason is that the Quick Filter is constructed based on the linear hashing and IfS file uses the frame-sliced approach to the leaf node. Ilowever, the difference of insertion performance among them is not important since it is much smaller than the difference of retrieval performance, and insertion operation occurs much less frequently than retrieval operation in the field of information retrieval.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new dynamic signature file method for efficient information retrieval, called the HS file. The ItS file is a height balanced muitiway tree that is a hierarchy of nodes containing signatures. It uses frame sliced approach to leaf node construction to improve a filtering effect of the signature file. To solve the overflow of nodes, the HS file utilizes a special splitting algorithm, called the frame bitwise bipartition strategy. The HS file has solved problems of light query signature weights that were major obstacles in the other methods proposed earlier.
We have compared the performance of the HS file with the Quick Filler and the S-tree in terms of retrieval time, storage overhead and insertion time. For this, we have carried out extensive performance experiments with wide range of parameter values and evaluated the space-time performance of these methods. Through the experiments, we have shown that the HS file has improved performance significantly in both the retrieval time and the storage overhead over the methods proposed earlier.
